
October 
WORD STUDY READING GRAMMAR/WRITING MATH 
 identify long I and short I vowel sounds in 

one-syllable words with cvc and cvce 

 recognize rules for long and short vowel 
words 

 read and understand vocabulary words 

 identify long o vowel sounds in one-syllable 
words with cvce 

 identify long u vowel sounds in one-syllable 
words with cvce  

 blend with long a words spelled ai,ay,ea,ei 
blend with long e 

 summarize a story 

 recount details in a story 

 identify the main idea in a 
story 

 use photographs in 
nonfiction text to help us 
understand what we read 

 make a prediction using 
picture and text clues 

 describe character, 
setting, and plot in a story 

 determine the meaning of 
a word by using context 
clues 

 monitor comprehension 
by rereading 

 identify cause and effect 

 use context clues to make 
meaning of multiple- 
meaning words 

 identify the predicate in a 
sentence 

 write a small moment 

 add details to our writing 

 apply capitalization and 
end marks 

 combine two sentences  

 identify a noun 

 use commas to separate 
three or more words in a 
series 

 identify plural nouns 

 write a “how to” 

 

Unit 1: Operations & Algebraic Thinking 

Topic 2:  

 We are learning to ... 

 find the sums by making a ten when 
adding 

 picture and write a number sentence to 
solve a story problem 

Topic 3 

 subtract 0,1,and 2 from a number by 
applying the concepts of 0-less-than, 2-
less-than a number 

 use addition doubles facts to subtract  

 find differences by using related addition 
facts to 10 

 find differences by using related addition 
facts to 18 

 use make a ten strategy to subtract 

 solve two-question problems by using 
the answer to the first question to 
answer the second question 

Topic 4 

 model repeated addition to write 
number sentences 

 build arrays to model repeated addition 
situations 

 use repeated addition to solve problems 

 draw pictures and write number 
sentences to solve addition problems 

Unit 2: Numbers and Operations in Base Ten 

            Topic 5 

 group objects into tens and ones to show 
two –digit numbers 

 read and write number words 

 to use and compare numbers using 
symbols by looking at tens and ones 

 identify and write numbers that are one 
before and one after a given number 

 identify and write numbers that are 10 
more or 10 less than another number 
identify even and odd numbers 

 


